
Hua Hin H3 Run #286 – 23rd August 2014 

 

Location:  Off the Springfield Road (Route 1001), Google Map link:  https://goo.gl/maps/e8Gx9z 

GPS Coordinates: N 12.734027, E 99.849027 (N 12 44.042 E 99 50.942) 

Hares: Hugmanannygoat & Pick Lick Roll & Flick 

Snacks: PLR&F 

Hash Notes:  Tinks 

Hash Photos:  Ballbanger (can be found on the website http://www.h2h3-cah3.com/hash-trash1) 

Number of Hashers:  53 

 

PART 2 of the Hugamanannygoat and PLR&F Hash Trilogy  

Pre-Hash 

Having underestimated the time to get to the run site having first called in at the PTT station on Phet Kasem 
Road close to The Energy to get the only supply of E85 this side of Cha-am and awaiting the very slow 
goods train at the rail crossing on Springfield Road I eventually arrived at the junction on Springfield Road at 
16:10 to be confronted by Bushwhacker blocking the road.  This was due to the Hare putting up the HHH 
sign.  It was therefore a slower journey from this point to the start as the Hare stopped to put up more HHH 
signs on route.  Upon arrival at the site there were a few early arrivals who obviously remembered how to get 
there from their last visit to the same site on the 5

th
 July.  The beer truck arrived together with several other 

hashers and as the pack numbers swelled I collected the cash and sought the assistance of Legs to issue 
the awaited new H2H3 Stash.  However this turned out to be a bit of a bun fight and eventually the Stash 
was put back into Tinks’s car and a more orderly issue of stash followed. The numbers eventually swelled to 
53 with Davey Delayed living up to his name and arriving late. 

I called the pre-run circle and introduced the pack to the Hares for the day.  However Hugmanannygoat was 
now out on trail to ensure that the paper was there and to redirect any short cutters who had other ideas on 
their mind.  PLR&F proceeded to advise the pack of the various problems that may be encountered on trial.  
Having completed his briefing the pack were directed onto the trail.  

The Trail 

The Pack set out shortly after 17:00 and the usual FRB’s raced away only to be caught out by a false trail at 
the first check. The next check was broken fairly quickly but at the third Bushwhacker found yet another false 
trail.  The trail then wandered through scenic open areas to the run/walk split at around 1.5 k into the trail.  At 
this point a small number of hard core hashers set of on the runners trail including me sweeping up at the 
back as usual together with Hare PLR&F.  Having heard that there was another false trail I took this onboard 
and when seeing the FRB’s wandering around ahead of a check I beared right with the nod from the Hare 
and ended up on trail and now being the FRB. The checks were broken reasonably quickly and when we got 
to an open road it was going to be an obvious right turn.  However the devious Hares opted to continue on 
into the trees to a check on another path.  Still being the lead I opted right and found paper and as expected 
ended up on the main track only to see the tail end runners opting to take the short cut, with Brambles 
leading.  The trail continued until the merge with the Walkers trail.  The runner’s loop having been around 2.6 
k and taking 25+ minutes to complete it was unlikely we were going to see any tail end walkers.  Sodomy 
broke through to become the front runner and Bushwhacker passed me for the umpteenth time.  After a 
rather lengthy stretch of trail through trees we came across a check in more open ground and a winging 
Sodomy mooning that he had been wandering around for more than 10 minutes and that the walkers had 
broken the trail and laid paper in the wrong direction.  However now supported with around 15 or so hashers 
fanning out in several directions and following many paths paper was finally found and the pack headed on 
towards home.  On the way several hashers missed paper and were being chastised by Hare 
Hugmanannygoat for going off trail and told to go back and get on trail.  This was duly done and eventually 
the blue and yellow water tower came into view and it was on home to the waiting cold refreshments and 
some snacks prepared by hare PLR&F.   

  



Post Trail and Circle 

After about 30 minutes of discussing the good and bad points of the trail, the new stash and even the snacks 
I called the pack to order and proceed to award the traditional down downs: 

Hares : Pick Lick Roll & Flick together with Hugmanannygoat – The pack agreed that the trails were pleasant 
and enjoyable. 
Snacks:  PLR&F for tuna toasted sandwiches 
Hash Crash & Concerned Hasher:  Mike James O’Brien (not to be confused with Mike Patrick O’Brien) a 
Brambles Bill 
Veteran H2H3 Hashers:  Brambles, Onefer, Cathusalem Brambles with Mudman who having found the hash 
notes in an Observer paper confirmed the 7

th
 H2H3 run on 13

th
 January 2001 and mention of Brambles being 

the Hare for the 8
th
 run in Feb 2001. 

Returners: Long Ron. & Lumbering Jack, Slumbering Jill lived up to her name and was resting the car. 
Lost & Found: Cumalot for finding MerryDicks sunglasses on trail. 
Hugamanannygoat:  A butterfly story. 
HYHMY and Jock Twat: involvement in the new latest H2H3 t-shirt. 
Onefer:  for incoherent speech (most probably the cause of Leo) 
Hollow Legs, Mudman: announcement of next week’s CaH3 9

th
 Anniversary run at Pak Nam Pran. 

PLR7F: announcing a possible layover at next week’s CAH3 run. 

ON ON 
Tinks 


